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ABSTRACT. The paper presents a study that focuses on the issue of supporting educational experts to choose the right combination of educational methodology and technology tools when designing training and learning programs. It is based on research in the field of adaptive intelligent e-learning systems.

The object of study is the professional growth of teachers in technology and in particular that part of their qualification which is achieved by organizing targeted training of teachers. The article presents the process of creating and testing a system to support the decision on the design of training for teachers, leading to more effective implementation of technology in education and integration in diverse educational contexts.

Introduction. Dynamic changes in economy, political and social relations, and especially the field of technologies, have major influence over education. Three aspects of these changes have a more significant role.
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The first aspect of changes in the educational process is the educational environment. The revolution in the field of information and communication technologies (ICT) has influenced the infrastructures of schools and universities. Science research centres and technology institutes are developing different sorts of educational software and internet applications. Their rate of change is considerably more important than before, because now the development of new technologies takes days or months, in the worst cases of couple of years. The use of this wide variety of ICTs takes time because education is a complex system. It changes the way of thinking, changes people and their relationship with the World. It takes time to understand how to use technology most efficiently. And by the time it has been analysed and is ready for use, new technology has appeared.

The second aspect in education is connected with the development of innovative pedagogical approaches in schools and senior schools, in terms of public expectations. The presence of new technological environment demands new approaches to education. This is why the researchers’ aim is the development of such use of technologies in education that would have deep and consecutive academic and pedagogical efficiency. The standard ways of education are no longer satisfying the needs for professional development of the organizations neither or the needs of students.

Those two aspects are highly connected – technologies in education make the use of innovative methods possible, but the use of innovative methods demands knowledge of technologies so the right place and way of their use is correctly chosen during the designing process.

The third aspect of changes concerns the demands of society in terms of results of education and the needs of business. The companies are interested in workers who have good skills in ICTs, skills in teamwork and work in projects.

The major weakness that has been found is that despite the huge investments for making the technological base in education better, the use of ICT in the education is ineffective. The insufficient training of teachers in terms of ICT and their integration in the learning process are pointed out as one of the main reasons for that ineffectiveness. In parallel with that come the conclusions [1], indicating that the teacher’s professional development is examined as a necessary condition for the increase of students’ results, because it helps teachers to increase their knowledge and skills and to apply them in practice. Therefore one of the major conclusions and recommendations is [2]: “It’s necessary to educate teachers adequately so there can be an effective usage of the technologies in school.” Special time must be given to the professional development of teachers in the field of integrating ICT in the learning process, because teachers are an object and subject for the expected changes in education.
As a result, the following question arose: Is it possible to assist the creators of this training for professional development of teachers by a system which guides them in making decisions, and how to fully adjust the programs for integrating technologies in education so they can correspond to the goals, individual characteristics, attitudes and demands? Developed that way, teachers’ training will become a precondition for more effective use of technologies by teachers in their practice in school.

To be able to answer that question, the research described in this paper is concentrated on the problem of the teachers’ professional development. In particular, the aim is to support the process of learning design in order to make a decision about the right combination of technologies and methodologies needed for meeting the educational goals and the specifics of the trainees. This research is based on studies in the field of intelligent adaptive systems for e-learning [3].

**Research questions and hypothesis.** The research question is: “How to support people preparing trainings in the process of making fast and optimal decisions for the design of the teachers’ training in the field of technologies, so the created training will have a stable positive impact over the use of ICT in daily educational practice?”

The presented research answers that question using the following hypothesis:

**Hypothesis 1:** The design of training for professional qualification can be assisted by a system based on a formal model of professional development.

**Hypothesis 2:** The process of professional development, assisted by technologies, can be described using a formal model.

**Sub-hypothesis 2.1:** The professional development, assisted by technologies, can be parameterized.

**Sub-hypothesis 2.2:** Regularities and relations can be found between these parameters.

The main idea behind these hypotheses can be expressed using the following statement: the design of lifelong teacher education can be modeled via virtual (abstract) worlds, which are flexible and open for changes, such as adding new components and parameters, as well as relations between them. So by developing such a model and a system based on that model, which can be proved as successful for lifelong competence development of teachers, we can prove our hypotheses.

**Key stages.** In order to prove the hypotheses, our research went through the following stages:
• Analyse the problem in relation to:
  • pedagogical, psychological and social dimensions;
  • existing models that can be used for solving it;
  • software approaches to implementing the model;
• Choose a formal method for describing the model and a system to assist lifelong competence development of teachers supported with technologies;
• Identify key components used in practice when applying technologies for lifelong competence development of teachers;
• Determine the main parameters of the components identified;
• Specify relations between the main parameters of components;
• Define a theoretical model describing and explaining the components identified and their main parameters;
• Describe the relations between components and parameters using formal instruments;
• Develop a prototype of a system, based on the model, to support decision making when designing teacher trainings;
• Test and verify the model.

**Pedagogical, psychological and social dimensions.** The analysis of the pedagogical, psychological and social dimensions of the problem shows that courses, as a specific form of lifelong competence development, influence most the design of teacher education. Courses are especially useful when teachers need to receive knowledge about new programs, new educational approaches, new technologies or innovations coming from small groups of experts.

The models for designing teacher education based on technologies stress the importance of successful integration of content goals, pedagogical methods and technological solutions into education (Fig. 1), aligned with the personal characteristics of participants.

![Fig. 1. Technological Pedagogical Content Knowledge [4]](image)

Most existing models assume that:
Goals are always a component of education. They can be defined by both the trainer and the trainee.

The educational process depends on all participants – trainers and trainees. It has to be personalized, considering the individual learning styles of trainees.

The choice of appropriate methodology can have substantial influence on the educational results.

The design of education includes goal definition, assuming the specifics of each trainee, choice and application of methodologies.

However, existing models:

- do not offer a formal language to describe and present the design of a system for such education;
- do not demarcate components and parameters in a way to allow their description using a formal model, aiming to support the design of an educational system for lifelong competence development of teachers, based on technologies.

Theoretical model. Various decision support systems and expert systems were examined in order to find the proper formal method for describing the model of such a system. The analysis shows that decision support systems based on AI seem to be the best candidate for solving our problem. Another result from this analysis is that fuzzy logic is quite suitable as a theoretical base for an expert system to support decision making in educational and training design.

From the abovementioned conclusions it follows that our research will include the following phases:

- retrieve the knowledge base from human experts to be used in the expert system;
- describe the knowledge using fuzzy logic formalism;
- develop the system.

The phases and methods in this research are presented below (Fig. 2):

Phase 1: Expert knowledge retrieval by studying human experts' opinion using the Concept Map development in a group methodology, as well as two methods often used in pedagogical research: focus group and inquiry.

Phase 2: Creation of an abstract model, based on fuzzy logic, using the knowledge retrieved from the human experts.

Phase 3: Development of a software tool – expert system prototype, based on the model created in Phase 2. Testing the model using examples from real life.
Expert knowledge retrieval. The retrieval of knowledge from the human experts is performed in two stages: (1) define components and their parameters; (2) obtain relations between components and parameters and specify the values of parameters.

The identification of components is based on the collected information and opinions from human experts in educational technology. They were chosen on the base of their expertise how to use new technologies and innovations in teacher education in order to influence the effective use of ICT in school practice. The “Concept map development in a group” methodology was used to collect the needed information. It is a powerful approach, combining quantity and quality methods for the analysis of the human expert’s ideas and opinions. This approach is implemented in four steps: (i) retrieving human experts’ statements in reply to provoking questions, focusing on specific problems; (ii) sorting statements based on similarities; (iii) classifying statements based on their importance; (iv) data analysis.

Human experts were involved in the first three steps. Twenty-three experts were invited to contribute and fifteen of them actively participated. They all are experts in training teachers how to apply ICT effectively and efficiently in their practice. The main goal of the experts was to determine the main factors, influencing teacher training, leading to the successful use of new technologies and innovations in education.

In the first step experts were involved in the formulation of the main factors by filling a questionnaire and answering via email. As a result all fifteen experts formulated 116 statements about the main factors.

During the second and third steps the experts received the list with all
factors collected so far and in response they had to:

- group factors via similarity;
- give names to all identified groups of factors, trying to generalize the main concept in each group;
- sort the factors in each group, as well as sort the groups, based on their importance in relation to the effective use of ICT in school.

During the last step a final analysis of all data received from human experts was performed. The initial analysis shows that several repeating groups exist with the same or similar factors, as in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stack Title or Main Topic: Technologies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Record here the identifying number of each item in this stack, separating the ID numbers by commas.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2, 3, 4, 6, 26, 58, 59, 65, 71, 72, 76, 88, 95, 99, 103, 111</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stack Title or Main Topic: Technical and technological supplies and resources</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Record here the identifying number of each item in this stack, separating the ID numbers by commas.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8, 9, 26, 39, 50, 58, 59, 61, 71, 79, 88, 95, 99, 103, 116</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 3. Intersection of Technology related factors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stack Title or Main Topic: Methodology</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Record here the identifying number of each item in this stack, separating the ID numbers by commas.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1, 4, 7, 11, 21, 23, 24, 28, 29, 30, 34, 35, 36, 38, 40, 45, 46, 60, 67, 68, 70, 72, 77, 78, 82, 80, 89, 90, 91, 92, 94, 98, 100, 101, 104, 105, 106, 107, 108, 112</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stack Title or Main Topic: Methodology of teaching ICT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Record here the identifying number of each item in this stack, separating the ID numbers by commas.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7, 8, 12, 13, 14, 64, 98</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 4. Intersection of Methodology related factors

We continue the analysis by applying clustering techniques. We try to classify all factors (each factor represented in a single statement) in different groups (clusters) based on the proposals offered by experts. Furthermore, we use the ordering of factors in each group (cluster) proposed by human experts. As a result, on the base of the clustering techniques, we classify all factors in four
different clusters (Fig. 5). These results correspond to the analysis of pedagogical aspects of applying ICT for teacher training in other similar studies. There are small differences in the naming of some of the factors and clusters, but on the whole they confirm the validity of our research results.

![clusters](image)

**Fig. 5. Clusters**

So, as a result we define the four clusters identified as the main components of our model: *user, objectives, methodology and technology*.

**Theoretical Framework of the Model.** These four components are interrelated and not fixed once and forever. Each one of them is well defined by the set of parameters (the factors identified during the analysis), which we name linguistic variables.

Each main component is characterized by these linguistic variables, and each linguistic variable is defined by a set of values which can be assigned to it. Those value sets were also identified using the methodology presented in the previous chapter.

For example, the most important characteristics of the component Technology is modeled by the linguistic variables (Table 1) Utilization (TU), Complexity (Cx), Functionality (F) and Cost (C).

Each of the linguistic variables of the technology component above is associated with a normalized numerical range of values (base of the fuzzy set).

The linguistic variables of each component are described in a similar way through their names, description and values. Afterwards a tabular and graphical representation of the values of the linguistic variables is made.

For instance, Table 2 represents the Cost values.

In the same way linguistic variables of other three components of the model are defined.
Table 1. Technology linguistic variables, description and values

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Utilization (U)</td>
<td>Level of technology applied in practice</td>
<td>Very Weak</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Weak</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Intermediate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Strong</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Very Strong</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complexity (Cx)</td>
<td>Level of complexity to apply given technology</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Intermediate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Functionalities (F)</td>
<td>Number of functions proposed by the technological solution</td>
<td>Little</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Average</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Many</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost (C)</td>
<td>User’s interpretation of the price of the technological decision</td>
<td>Very low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Average</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Very High</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Values set of linguistic variable Cost of the component Technology

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Linguistic value:</th>
<th>Notation</th>
<th>Numerical Range (normalized)</th>
<th>Fuzzy Sets of c</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Very Low</td>
<td>VL</td>
<td>[0, 0.3]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>[0.1, 0.4]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>[0.3, 0.8]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>[0.7, 0.9]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Very High</td>
<td>VH</td>
<td>[0.8, 1]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

After the linguistic variables are defined, the dependences between them are identified. In this way 76 rules, on which the model is based, are constructed. They are extracted from the database of expert opinion, following the relations between the characteristics of the linguistic variables (Fig. 6).

The User component of the model with its linguistic variables is the basis of all other dependences. For example, higher Qualification (Q) affects directly Professional Reasons (PR), the Professional Reasons (PR) has direct ascendancy
Fig. 6. Relations between linguistic variables

over the Motivation (M). As a consequence Qualification increases the Motivation (M). The Motivation (M) is also affected by the Personal Factors (PF). On other hand, the Personal Factors (PF) reflects on the aspiration for higher qualification (Q).

The relations between linguistic variables of the component Objectives can be explained as follows: better Skills (S) leads to better Competences (Cp) and Knowledge (K); the same dependence exists in direction from Knowledge (K) to Skills (S) and Competences (Cp) as well as from Competences (Cp) to Knowledge (K) and Skills (S). From higher Educational Level (EL) follows the conclusion for better Skills (S), Knowledge (K) and Competences (Cp).

Linguistic variables of the component Technology are also logically interrelated. For example, bigger number of Functionalities (F) increases the Complexity (Cx) of the Technology and vise-versa, as well as influence the raising technology Cost (C).

The similar internal logic exists between linguistic variables of the component Methodology.

All identified links between linguistic variables can be used to make further conclusions. For example, some of the linguistic variables are independent (in the frame of a given component), like educational level (EL) and technology presentation (TP). In contrast, some linguistic variables are dominating - most of other linguistic variables are dependent from (some of) them, like practical orientation of methodology (PO), educational level (EL) and technology presentation (TP).

On the base of the analysis of the internal logic of the links, specific
dependencies between linguistic variables in components are identified, and used to define appropriate rules in the OVW expert system.

**OVW decision support system.** On the base of the model and the retrieved expert opinions, expert system Open Virtual World (OVW), supporting the decision for the design of teachers training, focused on technologies, was developed. The system architecture contains three main modules (Fig. 7).

![Fig. 7. System architecture](image)

User Interface module is responsible for:
- users registration;
- maintains all users’ activities;
- development the design of training models;
- update the design of training models;
- storage the design of training models.

Analyzing module is using the knowledge database with fuzzy rules in order to:
- evaluate the training design model and provide feedback for Methodology, Technology, User, and Objectives, based on Knowledge database with fuzzy logic rules
- provide tools for testing the user’s expectations about the calculated values and the result provided by system, which could be used for OVW system evaluation purposes and for tuning the fuzzy logic rules.

Supporting module supports the training design process through:
- comparing two or more models for designs of training;
- aggregating two or more models for designs of training;
- clustering the models for training.
The component can process training design models in two modes:

- **automatic** – analyzing all models from a chosen folder and producing a file with the common (aggregated) training design’s model.
- **manual** – analyzing models separately and presenting the results using the system’s user interface.

Special attention is dedicated to the principles of the user interface. There are two main issues in the focus:

- How to collect the input values of the linguistic variables from the training designers?
- How to present the system’s inference to designers?

The system is addressing them offering comprehensive contextual information and clear language and style.

The system uses fuzzy logic, based on rules, in order to take a decision in complex cases. The rules are retrieved from good practices of experts and they define the links between different variables. These rules strive to take into account the complexity and uncertainty of the real life, and to allow to model as close as possible the reality. In order to complete its tasks OVM system applies four step inference process, based on fuzzy logic in Mamdani style [6].

Multiple user training design models are analysed by the system and are clustered for similarity depending on neighbourhood thresholds (Fig 8).

![Fig. 8. Clustered space to four training design models](image)

Two cases of cluster spaces could be observed:

- One of the clusters dominates – in this case designers could choose its aggregated training model for the whole learning group.
None of the clusters is dominant – then the designers could split the group on subgroups corresponding to clusters and perform aggregated training model for each cluster individually.

There are various scenarios for the use of the OVW expert system.

Scenario 1: Development of a new model:
1. Educational/training designer is registered in the OVW system.
2. She/he creates new model for training design using the system
3. She/he enters the values for all linguistic variables for each component using the OVW system user interface.
4. She/he can analyze the model using the OVW system, which presents the results from this analysis using its own user interface.
5. She/he can save the model and make it usable for other system users.

Scenario 2: Changing existing model:
1. User loads existing model in the system.
2. She/he change some settings for the model (components, variables, values)
3. She/he saves the model under the same or under new name.

Scenario 3: List and analysis of existing models:
1. User loads two or more existing models.
2. She/he inspects details and analyze each one of them in a different window.

Scenario 4: Comparing two models by difference. The user can compare two existing models by making cluster analysis and comparing differences between values of all linguistic variables of all components of the two models.

Scenario 5: Comparing two models by totals. In contrast to the previous scenario, here the comparison is made between the totals of linguistic variables in separate components.

The last two scenarios can be used from users to analyze what differences in values of linguistic variables can influence desired or unsatisfactory results in education. This analysis can direct the user to find the reasons for the success or failure of a given training, as well as to influence the results of training by changing the values of the input linguistic variables.

Scenario 6: Clustering training designs. When different training designs exist for similar trainees, the user can make a cluster analysis of these training designs, in order to find similarities and differences between them. Such analysis can be used for forming training groups with similar training designs, or
for suggestions how to change some of the training designs in order to have one general design for all trainees.

**Experimental results.** We performed extensive testing of the OVM model and its applicability in real practice. We used four concrete teachers’ trainings: *I*Teach [6], TENCompetence [7], AVITO [8], and Share.TEC [9]. For each of them we examined carefully prerequisites, participants, objectives, technologies and methodologies, used during the training. In addition, for each of them the conclusions about effectiveness of the design of the training, derived before the OVW model application, were described. Next, based on the description of trainings, each component of the model was developed through its concrete values of linguistic variables.

For example, the design of *I*Teach training, created through OVW model values of the linguistic variables of the components Technology, User, Objectives, and Methodology, is shown in Table 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Learner activity (LA)</td>
<td>Very High (FH)</td>
<td>Level of active learners participation in knowledge and skills development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learning style correspondence (LSC)</td>
<td>Fully (F)</td>
<td>Level of methodology correspondence to the learner style of learning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Practice orientation (PO)</td>
<td>High (H)</td>
<td>Level of connection of training approach with the application of the technology into practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technology integration (TI)</td>
<td>Fully (F)</td>
<td>Level of technology and methodology integration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technology presentation(TP)</td>
<td>Concrete (C)</td>
<td>Level of presentation of technology in the process of training</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Input values of the linguistic variables are as described in (1).

\[
t.cx=L \quad t.f=M \quad t.c=VL \\
u.q=l \quad u.m=E \quad u.pf=D \\
u.pr=l \
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
(o.s=A) & \quad (m.la=VH) \\
(o.k=TA) & \quad (m.lsc=F) \\
(o.cp=P) & \quad (m.po=H) \\
(o.el=P) & \quad (m.ti=F) \\
&m.tp=C
\end{align*}
\]

Values of the linguistic variables, corresponding to the *I*Teach design of training, stored by OVW system in XML format, are shown on Fig. 9.
In order to make the inference about technology utilization, it is necessary to choose in advance the components priorities: how the user orders by importance the component in the design of training. Thus it is possible to have methodology, technology or objective centred training approaches. In I*Teach design of training the approach is Methodology centred. Taking the input values of the linguistic variables and Methodology training center approach, output value of the linguistic variable t.u (Technology Utilization), showing expected level of the technology utilization into practice, generated by the model and OVW system, are visualized at Figure 10.

From the output value of the variable t.u = Very Strong as generated from the system and based on the model, we can assume, that for these input values of the linguistic variables of the components of the model, the planned training design should have very good results in respect to application of technologies in practice for the planned education.

For each of the trainings the conclusions, made with and without the OVW model, were compared. For example, when compare the conclusions for the I*Teach training, we can state, that: The conclusion generated from the
Applications of the OVW model and system. The results from this research can be applied in a variety of ways. Both the model and the decision support system for the design of teacher training are very suitable in cases, when experts in technologies are involved in education, but they lack pedagogical knowledge and expertise in teacher training. The OVW system can support the design of lifelong competence development of teachers using several different approaches:

- When the group of teachers to be trained is known in advance, the system can advise the training designers what parameters from the model can influence best the training in order to achieve some specific goals. This could be achieved by comparing the output results depending on different input values for the linguistic variables.
- When the parameters of objectives and technologies are known in advance, the system can cluster the potential trainees in order to form optimal grouping of teachers in order to have better results from training how best to apply technologies.
- When the technologies are known in advance, the system can guide the designers how different methodology parameters values and users’ parameters can influence the achievement of different objectives.
The last way of application of the system is extremely important, as it can be used to assume if such training design exists, which using given technology be widely used with good results in school practice. If such design exists, what is the specific combination of parameters and their values, and for what type of users it will bring the best results.

**Future developments.** Unlike the existing systems supporting the teachers’ training design ([10], [11], [12], [13], [14]), the OVW system provides opportunity to observe the technologies effect, which could be achieved through the design training.

The OVW system could be improved through accumulated data. The information accumulated through next trainings can be stored, analyzed and used into the system in the form of new expertise. In such a case the system at every next step will improve the accuracy of decision support for the adequacy of the design of the teachers’ training. Automating the process is an opportunity to develop the system in the direction of Machine Learning.

Another direction of development of OVW system is through new rules, which can form the new extended expert knowledge to the system.. The potential for expansion of the rules, which are in the basis of the model and the system, make this virtual model for professional development open.

Third important opportunity for further development of the system is through its integration with other systems for designing courses for teachers’ professional development. In this case the OVW system can re-use from other systems the profile of the teachers, their training interests, level of knowledge and skills, data on the technologies and so on.

All these and other possible ideas for further development of the system are possible because both model and the system are open and flexible by design.

**Conclusions.** The research presented in this paper aims to contribute to solving the problem of inefficient integration of technology in education. It concentrates on teacher training, as part of the qualification, which largely depends on those involved in design and implementation of training courses for teachers, aiming the effective integration of technology in various educational contexts.

The resulting model is abstract and virtual formalism, but it is reflecting reality and is derived from the practice of experts in the field of professional training of teachers, in particular, those who are working in the design of courses for the training of teachers. The model is designed to be open, flexible and easy to be extended in terms of components, their characteristics, and the links between them. The openness of the model is the reason does not to pretend for its
fullness. The inclusion in the model of variables, without apparent differentiation of dependent and independent variables, can also be seen as a small weakness. Despite these shortcomings, however, the studies conducted show that the created model reflects reality with great precision.

The main results obtained are based on years of experience in the design of teacher training for the implementation of ICT in education. Numerous such trainings of teachers in the last five years have enabled the accumulation of specific knowledge and skills, as well as a large amount of empirical data that contributed to the creation and testing of the OVW model and system.

The experimental part is based on participation in three successfully completed international research projects, which is considered standard by the European Commission. In frame of these projects trainings for teachers was conducted and used to test the model, underlying the expert system. These trainings are proven by the positive assessment from the European Commission, which further shows the versatility and applicability of the system.

In fact, the achievement of all these results consistently proves the main hypotheses.

Developed OVW system for decision support and results of its testing support the hypothesis 1: Design of vocational training can be supported by a system based on a formal model for professional development.

The selected formalism, on which a formal model is based, and its test through the OVW system, confirmed hypothesis 2: The process of professional development, supported by technology, can be described by a formal model.

Identified key components of teachers’ professional development, their characteristics and relationships derived with the help of experts, and set up on their base model OVW, is evidence that supports both sub-hypothesis 2.1: Professional growth, aided by technology, can be parameterized, and the sub-hypothesis 2.2: Among the parameters can be found relationships.

As a result, the research aim of this paper was achieved by developing a model and system that helps the process of deciding on a combination of technologies and methodologies for teachers’ professional development with a view to effective integration into diverse educational context.
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